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ELEVATOR INFORMATION DISPLAYS

dd some flavor to your tenants ride.

ubishi entertain your passengers with information and graphics that are meaningful to your tenants:

ectories, advertisements and elevator operations.

Direction Indicator

Date and time

Position Indicator

ator Information

Optional Information such as DVD, TV, etc.

cators

Optional Information

Installation

Language

es of traveling-direction indicators are available.
one that suits your elevator and building.

Enjoy video, DVD playback
and television (NTSC/PAL) in an elevator.

The displays can be installed not only in elevators
but also in elevator halls.

Standard elevator information, and date and time are available
(US or UK), Chinese, Spanish, French or Japanese.
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Chinese

Spanish
Solid-Dot

Solid-Triangle

Solid-Arrow

ors

e best color from our four popular and eye-catching background colors.

Partial-screen

Full-screen*
(15-inch screen image)
*No date and time indication
in full-screen.

Japanese
English (US or UK)
French
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Partial-screen

Full-screen

Fine Green

Modern White

Elevator
information
only

Partial-screen

Full-screen

10.4-inch

tor and Optional Information
Supervisory room

15-inch

209mm

302mm

DVD player or PC, etc
NTSC/PAL

156mm
Machine room

NTSC/PAL
Coaxial cable
Distribution
controller

NTSC/PAL

Pixels: 640×480 (W×H)

Elevator control panel

Optical video link

Pixels: 1024×768 (W×H)

Optical-fiber cable

*Actual screen size may vary with framework

Car top
Optical video link

Notice:
. In some cases, the elevator information display cannot be installed; for example, in a small eleva

Car station

on a narrow car operating panel. Please consult one of our local agents for details.

. The screen layout shown in this brochure is standard. Please consult our local agents for differe
layouts.

. In full-screen, direction and position indicators may fade into the background depending on th
image.

. Some fonts are not available. Please consult one of our local agents for details.
. The elevator information display may not be viewable where the ambient brightness exceeds

Therefore, it is not suitable for observation elevators. (Preferable ambient brightness is 1000 lux

. Content other than elevator information is not included in this product.
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Use of Copyright Materials
Clearance and permission to use copyright materials are the responsibility of the customer,
must be obtained in advance of production. Mitsubishi Electric shall not be responsible for
misuse of copyrighted materials.

tor Information Only
Machine room
Elevator control panel

Visit the following website to try the simulation of this product.

http://www.mitsubishi-elevator.com/en/products/basic/elevators/lcd/inde
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Supplied by Customer
Supplied by Mitsubishi Electric

